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By Sheila Webster Boneham

Midnight Ink, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Agility can be murder for cats, dogs, and people! Animal photographer Janet MacPhail is training
for her cat Leo s first feline agility trial when she gets a frantic call about a kidnapping. When Janet
and her Australian Shepherd Jay set out to track down the missing party, they quickly find
themselves drawn into the volatile politics of feral cat colonies and endangered wetlands. Janet is
crazy busy trying to keep up with her mom s nursing-home romance, her own relationship with
Tom, and upcoming agility trials with Jay and Leo. But the discovery of a body on the canine
competition course stops the participants dead in their tracks--and sets Janet on the trail of a killer.
Praise: 2015 Dog Writers Association Award winner for Book: Fiction, Young Adult or Humor Smart
characters and intricate plotting. --Booklist For a story that wins a blue ribbon for entertaining
readability, Catwalk is purr-fect. --The Free Lance-Star Janet MacPhail s latest adventure will delight
dog lovers, cat lovers, and mystery lovers. Five stars for Catwalk! --Susan Conant, author of The
Dog Lover s Mystery Series.
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The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. You wont truly feel monotony
at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if you question me).
-- K a ya  Rippin-- K a ya  Rippin

This ebook is worth purchasing. It is writter in straightforward words and not hard to understand. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Eileen K ling  I-- Eileen K ling  I
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